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Back of the war - zenith, zenith and zenith. Throughout the course of an exciting campaign, the user is waiting for a meeting with the most unthinkable enemies. To defeat them you will need to use all their opportunities. At the same time, here Roman soldiers can fight shoulder to shoulder with modern special forces
soldiers, and catapults are able to destroy tanks. Applying all the resources and competent tactics will help to conquer the whole world and become its master. Description: Back Wars is a fun strategy with an original setup. One day the god of war was tired and bored, and he decided to make a small mess in the
continuum of time. Now tanks run through medieval Japan, space marines operate in ancient Persia, Mayan Indians hunt for well-prepared special forces in the jungle and so on. Gamers will be able to manage either the squad at once, or one unit, which is both more interesting. Original version-war-v1.061.apkModback-
war-v1.061-mod.apk What if your modern army gets transported back in time and ends in 1000 years? Surely you will find yourself in some interesting action with your primitive colleagues? Have fun with simple but very fun and exciting action gameplay with amazing elements of interactive action and strategy. Take
control of your armies and lead an epic revolution in whatever country of your choice. Take part in fun and exciting battles with this interesting game from MDickie. Enjoy unique visual effects with interesting characters and funky fights. All of this should allow you to enjoy the awesome gameplay of Back Wars even more.
Find out more about this exciting mobile game from MDickie with our in-depth reviews. Story/GameplayHere's exciting back wars gameplay, Android gamers will find themselves enjoying a simple but extremely interesting gameplay strategy and action. Feel free to explore the interesting world of medieval wars between
your modern armies and other medieval countries. Try to dominate the world as you spark revolutions in different countries and engage in hilarious fights between silly characters. Travel back in time with your modern armies, make use of powerful weapons and your epic fists as you dive into addictive fights with the
game Take on the ultimate gameplay to deal with both strategy and action elements. Play as a single character or control the entire army as a whole, enjoying the addictive game of battles. All this should make the game much more fun and fun. Here are all the interesting features that the game has to offer: For those of
you who are interested, you can quickly find yourself involved in this enjoyable mobile action gameplay from Back Wars, thanks to a classic one-handed control system or dual-own control settings. Gamers familiar with previous MDickie games, such as Hard Time, School Days and many others, should find these
controls quite accessible. At the same time, if you haven't played MDickie before, you can always pause the game and take a look at the intuitive Management Guide to Back Wars at any time. Get intuitive insider tips as you search for moves and skills that you can perform on your characters using the provided touch
control options. Here, in the amazing gameplay of Back Wars, Android gamers will find themselves able to play as multiple parties with different available countries and territories. Choose which parties you are interested in and try to dominate the world with your preferred countries with their own unique armies and
cultures. Spark a great revolution and lead to the greatest changes in the medieval world with your armies. In addition, with Back Wars, you can also discover the ultimate in-game map with lots of intuitive features and engaging turn-of-events. Here, the NSPCC countries will have their own thinking thanks to useful AI.
And so Android gamers will find themselves exploring the game map and have fun with many interesting interactions. Get updates with the movements of each country after each turn and their attitude to you. Trying to work your spies, armies and diplomats all over the map to find yourself enjoying awesome gameplay
strategies a lot more. For those of you who are interested, you can also enjoy the exciting gameplay of the action in Back Wars, involving yourself in-depth management. Explore the many options available that are needed to govern your countries and try to strengthen your credentials. Take a look at every little thing to
come up with the best ways to promote your countries. In addition, when immersed in exciting battles with other countries and territories, you can freely enjoy the amazing gameplay of Back Wars with selected characters or the entire army. Have fun with the interactive fighting styles that you'll often find on MDickie
Games. Or use the Commander's regime to take control of the entire army. All this should make the amazing gameplay of Back Wars more And to make the game more interesting, Android gamers can now use in-game settings to freely personalize them and units. Feel free to create your own unique armies with, not
only different units, but also interesting views. Find yourself further enjoying the exciting gameplay of interactive action with interesting characters. For those of you who are interested in exciting Back Wars gameplay, you will now have the opportunity to enjoy an amazing mobile game without an internet connection. As a
result, it is quite possible for you to have fun with the game when you are outdoors. There is no need to spend mobile data or look for a Wi-Fi connection, as the game can be played while traveling. And despite all the interesting features in the game, Back Wars is still free for all Android gamers to enjoy on their mobile
devices. That's why you can easily get it from the Google Play Store, payment is required. But since it's still a freemium title, ads and in-app purchases are always inevitable. So you can go for a modified version of the game on our website. Here we offer tons of interesting in-game features and unlockable content for you
to enjoy for free. All you need is to download Back Wars Mod APK on our website, follow the instructions provided to successfully install the game and you should be able to enjoy it. Here at Back Wars, Android gamers will participate in unique and refreshing visual experiences from the classic MDickie gameplay.
Interesting character design, funky physics, and unique environmental conditions. All this should make the game completely outstanding from others and extremely interesting, especially during fun brawls. In addition, thanks to the undemanding game graphics, you can enjoy the awesome Back Wars gameplay on most
of your Android devices without any problems. Along with the game's interesting graphics, Back Wars also offers its attractive audio experience, which will allow Android gamers to fully immerse themselves in epic brawls. Feel free to immerse yourself in powerful soundtracks and have fun with the awesome back wars
gameplay to the fullest. For those of you who are interested in MDickie games, or just simple but enjoyable gameplay action in general, then you will surely find Back Wars is a great game to enjoy. Find yourself immersed in an epic action experience and have fun with intuitive gameplay strategy whenever you want. And
most importantly, always find a free and unlocked version of the game available on our website. When the army travels back in time to rule the world 1,000 years ahead, they get more than they negotiated with their primitive counterparts! Lead the resistance with hundreds of warriors from different cultures around the
world. Focus on the person or not to return to command the whole At hand. The combination of a leading global strategy with Battles, this game offers the best of both worlds! In this game you can change which team member you control at any time, either by tapping the health meter or literally pointing them on the
battlefield. By tapping the arrows at the bottom of the screen, you can also activate Commander mode where you step back and direct an active member of your command, just gliding from their location to another. Supported Android (4.0 and UP) Supports Android Version: - Ice Cream Sandwich (4.0-4.0.4) - Jelly Bean
(4.1-4.3.1) - KitKat (4.4-4.4.4) - Lollipop (5.0-5.5.4) - Lollipop (5.0-5.5.4. 0.2) - Marshmallow (6.0 - 6.0.1) - Nougat (7.0 - 7.1.1) - Oreo (8.0-8.1) Wars Back - it's action, developed by MDickie, which has a lot in common with other names of the same developer, but with a slightly different approach. In this game, you will
find an army that has traveled through time to conquer the world... but the army faced unexpected resistance. The controls in Back Wars are identical to other MDickie games, with a directional keyboard to the left of the screen and all the action buttons on the right. As always, you can attack, capture, pick up items, use
weapons and so on. One of the most interesting parts of Back Wars is that each area of the map will give you the opportunity to play different characters - be sure to explore the entire map so you can experience each one. By clicking on the button in the top left corner of the screen, you can switch between the available
characters. Back Wars is a chaotic, colossal and fun action game. During the game, you can control a variety of different characters (many of them can be learned from old tv series or movies) and use dozens of different weapons: from bottles or batons to machine guns or bows. Arch.
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